


 

  A little about Ashley… 
It took me a while to figure out what my true passion in life was. I knew I loved planning weddings, but 

I never knew I truly LOVED planning weddings until I helped several friends plan their wedding. Finally, 

with the encouragement of my mom & friends, I finally took a leap of faith and Ashley Rachelle Events 

was created!!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ashley Rachelle Events was developed from the passion I have for ensuring my clients see their dream 

wedding come to life through creative designs, detailed planning & flawless execution. From assisting clients 

in building and maintaining a manageable budget along with meetings with vendors to full day-of wedding 

coordination, Ashley Rachelle Events is there to assist the couple every step of the way. 

 

Nothing brings me greater joy then seeing the look on my clients’ faces the first time they see their 

dreams become a reality. Hearing stories like how their wedding day was the best day of their life, to 

their wedding day was more than they could have ever dreamed of, is why I do what I do. Being able to 

take my client’s initial ideas and transform them from a dream to a reality by helping them design a  

beautiful and stunning event, makes my heart skip a beat and I get lost in time! 

 

I am a Certified Professional in Catering and Events (CPCE) through the National Association of Catering 

and Events (NACE) and a Trained Wedding Planner (TWP) through the American  

Association of Certified Wedding Planners (AACWP). 

 

I’m a proud Auntie and a dog mom of two (Axl and Phoenix). I enjoy the little things in life. like starting 

my day with a coffee and ending it with a wine. I lead with my heart on my sleeve, and dream about  

“one day.” So live your life with true passion, dream bigger than ever and fall in love with what you do. 

             

          With Much love,  

          Ashley , CPCE & TWP 

          Founder/Lead Planner    
 



 

 

Full Service Planning  

Full Service Wedding Planning packages start at 

$3,750 and are for the couples who want a full-time 

planner to  oversee every aspect of their wedding 

planning—day or weekend. This package includes  

(but is not limited to) assistance with:  

 

Pre-Wedding 

 Wedding planning timeline preparation and creating a wedding checklist 

 Establishing priorities, developing and tracking the budget 

 Ceremony + reception venue location 

 Vendor recommendations, negotiations and bookings 

 Contract review, Vendor management 

 Creation and execution of a design scheme 

 Assistance in ordering save-the-dates, wedding invitations and all printed materials 

 Tracking of guest RSVP’s 

 Wedding favors & accessories  

 Coordinating accommodations, transportation and child care 

 Marriage License  

 Etiquette information 

 General advice and consultation 

 Unlimited meetings and coordination time 

 Attendance at vendor meetings 

 Confirming all details with the appropriate vendors prior to the wedding 

 Facilitating the ceremony rehearsal  
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Wedding Day (10 Hours) 

 Directing the ceremony processional 

 Coordinating and assisting with the setup of the ceremony and reception 

 Setup of wedding accessories such as guest book, place cards, favors, etc. 

 Coordinating pinning of boutonnières and ensuring VIP’s receive flowers 

 Acting as the point of contact for all vendors 

 Assisting the family, wedding party and guests as needed 

 Distributing final payment and gratuity to vendors 

 Providing a stocked emergency kit 

 Dealing with any unforeseen hiccups 

 Coordinate load-out 

 

Full service package includes everything listed above as well as:  

1. Stuffing and sending save-the-dates and wedding invitations  

2. Procuring and delivering guest welcome bags  

3. Coordination of the Rehearsal Dinner + Post-Wedding Brunch  

 

 



 

 

Partial Planning Package  
Our Partial Planning Package starts at $2,750 and is an 

ideal option for the couple who may have already completed 

portions of their planning and require less assistance than a 

Full Service Package. This offering is designed to allow the 

couple a hands-on role in their planning activities along with 

our professional assistance to guide them along the way. 

This Package Includes:  

 

Pre-Wedding 

 Three pre-wedding consultations 

 Supplying any needed vendor recommendations 

 Vendor contract reviews 

 Constructing a detailed wedding day timeline 

 Attendance at three final vendor meetings of the couple’s choice 

 Confirming all details with the appropriate vendors prior to the wedding 

 Facilitating the ceremony rehearsal  

Wedding Day (10 Hours) 

 Directing the ceremony processional 

 Coordinating and assisting with the setup of the ceremony and reception 

 Setup of wedding accessories such as guest book, place cards, favors, etc. 

 Coordinating pinning of boutonnières and ensuring VIP’s receive flowers 

 Acting as the point of contact for all vendors 

 Assisting the wedding party and guests as needed 

 Distributing final payment and gratuity to vendors 

 Providing an emergency kit 

 Dealing with any unforeseen hiccups along the way  



 

Day of Coordination  

Day of Coordination starts at $1,750 and is a perfect option if you want to plan a   

majority of your wedding, but need a professional coordinator in the background to    

answer questions, offer advice and coordinate the details on the wedding day so you can 

sit back, relax, and enjoy your perfect event. This Package Includes: 

 

Pre-Wedding 

 Two pre-wedding consultations  

 Supplying any needed vendor recommendations 

 Constructing a detailed wedding day timeline 

 Confirming all details with the appropriate vendors prior to the wedding 

 Facilitating the ceremony rehearsal  

Wedding Day (10 Hours) 

 Directing the ceremony processional  

 Coordinating and assisting with the setup of the ceremony and reception 

 Setup of wedding accessories such as guest book, place cards, favors, etc. 

 Coordinating pinning of boutonnières and ensuring VIP’s receive flowers 

 Acting as the point of contact for all vendors 

 Assisting the wedding party and guests as needed 

 Distributing final payment and gratuity to vendors 

 Providing an emergency kit 

 Dealing with any unforeseen hiccups 

 Up to ten hours on-site with your coordination team allowing you to enjoy every    

moment of your wedding day without any worry of background details  

 

      Ashley, TWP | CPCE 

Ashley Rachelle Events | Owner 

   C: (832) 509.0943 

info@ashleyrachelleevents.com 

Website | Facebook | Instagram | The Knot | WeddingWire 
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